Interview Guidelines
What to expect?
The interview is a chance for the employer to see not only if you could do the job which
you have applied for but also if you will fit into their workforce.
Types of interview:
1. Phone interview
 Telephone interviews are often the first step in an interview process
 They give the employer a chance to ask questions over the phone, which allows
them to identify the best people to invite for a face to face interview
 To prepare: on the day of the interview, make sure you are in a quiet room where
you will not be disturbed. Ensure that you are seated at a desk where you can take
notes
 Before the interview: make sure your phone is fully charged and that you have
good signal. Have a pen/paper and a copy of your CV/application infront of you
 Have a glass of water handy
 Remember to have your own questions for the interviewer. See “Questions that I
could ask” below for further guidance
 Remember employers will want to see that you are calm and confident when
speaking on the phone and that you are able to answer their questions clearly and
concisely
 If you are not confident at speaking over the phone then practice with a
friend or family member (it might sound silly, but it could really help!)
 To prepare: find out in advance how long the interview will last and practice
answering questions within this
timeframe so you know what you can
TIP: unlike a face to face interview,
when speaking to someone over the
get across within the time you have.
phone you are unable to read their
See “Interview Questions to
body language. If you are not sure if
consider or prepare for” below for
you have answered the question
further advice
fully, ask the interviewer if they
would like any further information

2. Face to Face interview

 You will usually be interviewed by one or two Professionals from the organisation.
They might be the individual who would manage you in the role, or someone
from the Human Resources (HR) team which look after all employees
 First impressions count! ¾’s of interviews are failed within the first 3 minutes of
entering a room. To avoid this think about how you might make a good first
impression…
TIP: see the clip below for
 Dress smartly – unless you are told to dress
help on what to wear!
informally, you should wear a suit or smart
https://www.youtube.com/wa
business wear.
tch?v=alavHk9XlYk

Shake hands firmly and warmly with the employer and make eye contact
Wait to be invited to sit down and avoid fidgeting
Avoid using informal phrases such as ‘You know..’, ‘Like…’, ‘I mean…’
Speak clearly and not too fast
Take time to think about your responses to questions
Make sure you arrive on time! Check the route to the interview beforehand,
so you know where it is and how long it will take for you to get there. Allow
yourself more time to get there than you think you need
 Be prepared! be ready to discuss how your skills, achievements, interests,
personality and any experiences you have had, make you a good fit for job,
industry and organisation you have applied for. See “Interview Questions to
consider or prepare for” below for further
advice
TIP: to show that you understand
 Research the company and the role which you
the organisation, research its
objectives and how these might be
have applied for. If you can, talk to someone who
changing. Look at how it operates
does a similar role already.
and what is important to them
 See “Interview Questions to consider or
(e.g. company values). Then you
prepare for” and conduct your own research on
can show that you have thought
questions that might come up
about how you can positively
 Practice with a friend,
contribute to the company.
TIP: your invitation to the
family
member
or
ask
Miss
interview might include
McGuinness for help.
details of the likely
 Like with exams, don’t cram too much the night before,
duration and style of the
interview, which can help
make sure you get a good nights sleep
you to prepare, so make
sure you read it carefully!







3. Skype interview
 Somewhere between a phone interview and face to face interview, you might be
asked to do a video interview. This is usually done over skype.
 These are generally conducted by one person, and follow the same format as a
face to face interview
TIP: Ensure there isn’t
 Although it’s a call, they can still see you! So make sure
anything in the background
you dress smartly
(e.g. posters) that might
 Similar to the phone interview, make sure you find a
be seen as distracting
quiet place to have the interview
 As with a face to face interview, the interviewer will
want to hear how your skills, experience and personality will make you a good fit
for the job, so make sure you prepare! See “Interview
TIP: don’t
Questions to consider or prepare for” and conduct your
forget to
own research on questions that might come up
research the
 Do a trial run beforehand with a family member or friend,
company as
to make sure the software is working as it should
you would do
 Remember smile and make eye contact with the
for a face to
interviewer, just as you would for a face to face interview
face
interview

 First impressions count! So take a few minutes beforehand, to consider your initial
greeting and start the interview off in the right way to set a positive tone
 Don’t let technical glitches put you off if the skype call freezes, take a breath
and start the call again

4. Panel interview
 This is a face to face interview conducted by several people. It is likely that they
will ask you a couple of questions each.
 Try not to let the number of people put you off. Stay confident and make sure
you address and engage with everyone on the panel, as they will be looking at
how you interact with multiple people and build rapport with them
 Some panel members might take notes while another individual asks you questions;
don’t be worried by this, as this is normal
TIP: don’t
 Practice beforehand so you are comfrotable speaking to groups of
forget to
people. Ask family members or friends to pose as the panel and
research the
ask you questions. See “Interview Questions to consider or
company as
prepare for” and conduct your own research on questions that
you would do
might come up
for a face to
 Read the information provided in your interview invitation.
face
They might include the names of the panel members who are
interview
interviewing you. If so, look up their job roles and think about
the different questions they might ask.

5. Group interview
 For this type of interview, employers want to look at a group of people together,
rather than one on one.
 This might take the form of a general interview, or you
TIP: see the link below
might be asked to complete specific exercises and tasks.
for information on
Sometimes interviews of this nature might form part of an
assessment centres and
‘assessment centre’.
examples of tasks you
might be asked to
 Where possible, ask the recruiter/ HR Manager the sorts of
complete
exercises you might be asked to do. Use this information
to conduct your own research to make sure you are
https://www.barclayslif
prepared.
eskills.com/i-want-toprepare-for-an Practice makes perfect! Once you have an idea of what
interview/school/assess
you might be expected to do on the day, have a go at
ment-centre-days/
practicing to reduce risks of any surprises on the day.
 As with a face to face interview, the employer is aiming to
assess your suitability for the role. However, rather than asking you to tell them
about your skills, they will be looking to see how well you can demonstrate
certain skills at the interview – e.g. communication skills, team work, problem
solving, creativity
 Don’t treat this as a competition against the other candidates. Instead focus on
doing your best.
 For example: if someone is being shy, invite them to share their opinion and
make an effort to include them in any
Remember: listening is just as
group exercises. This will demonstrate
important as speaking
your ability to work well with others.

Interview questions to consider or prepare for
Common interview questions
1. “Tell me about yourself?”
 This is a warm up question, giving you the opportunity to highlight your own abilities
and personal characterristics in a positive light, to summarise why you are suitable
for the job
 To prepare, look at the job description and think about any skills/abilities/personal
characteristics they are looking for which you already have. Look to include them in
your answer.
 For example: if you were applying for the role of a Nursery Assistant, you might
need to be:
 Confident with children
 Patient
 Calm
 Friendly
 Caring
 Able to work as part of a team
 So your answer to this question might be:
“I have always been interested in working with children. I developed this
interest from reguarly looking after my younger brother and sister. From
looking after them I have learnt it is very important to be patient as they
don’t always behave in the way I would like them too, so it is vital that I am
patient with them, stay calm and encourage them to behave better, which
normally works well. This experience has made me feel confident about my
ability to work well with children. In addition I am a very friendly person with
a large group of friends. My friends have said that I am a very supportive
person, who listens to them and always offers to help them out wherever I can.
I feel these qualities will help me to work well as part of a team and do well in
a nursey environment”

2. “Why are you interested in this area of work?”




To answer this question, you might want to think about how you developed an interest
in this industry:
 Has something you have read made you interested in this industry?
 Has a particualr school subject or lesson increased your interest in this industry?
 Has a particualr role model (e.g. someone famous of someone you know) inspired
you to work in this industry?
 Has a personal experience you have had made this industry appealing to you?
 How does this industry feed into your future career plans?
This is a opporutnity to share with the interviewer any research you have done on
the organisation and how it operates within the wider industry (e.g. If you were
applying for the role of ‘Care Assistant’ in a nursing home, you might have looked at
whether it was a public or private care home, whether it was part of the NHS, and
how this might impact how it operates) - “I am particuarly interested in working
for this care home as it is a publicly funded carehome and therefore part of the
NHS. I know that the NHS is one of the most respected organisations in the
country which values the wellbeing of their staff, so this is somewhere I would
like to work”

3. “Tell me about your top three qualities or skills?”
 To answer this question, you should look at the job description and think about any
skills or qualities they are looking for which you already have. These are the
skills/ qualities you should focus on when answering the question.
 Talk breifly about where you might have developed these skills or qualities
 For example: if one of your top three skills is organisation, you might have used
this to successfully manage your workload at school - by organising a revision/
homework schedule to make sure you complete work on time and to a successful
standard)
Remember: anyone can say that they have a skill – being able to describe
where you have used or developed the skill proves to the employer that you
are not lying!

4. “What is your greatest strength?”
 To answer this question, you should look at the job description and think about any
personal attributes they are looking for which you already have.
 Give examples of how you have used this personal attribute/ strength
 For example: “my greatest strength is…I think this is
because…example…example”
5. “What is your greatest weakness?”
 Do not fall into the trap of telling them what your weaknesses are, but aim to
make it positive by picking a weakness that you have made positive steps to
address, or one which you have recently developed
 For example: “I used to think that my organisational skills were not as
good as they could be. I recognised this and have worked hard on
developing my skills and have become much more organised. For
example…”
6. “Where do you see yourself in 5 years time?”
 To answer this question, you need to think about your future career plans and
how the current opportunity will help you to achieve them. This is considered to
be important, as it is believed that you will be more motivated and work harder
at a job which could help you to achieve your dreams
 By asking this question, the employer wants to know that you are ambitious and
that the current role is a good match for you, as it fits in with futre plans.

TIP: For the “competency interview questions” on the next page, check out
the following links for more information and examples:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojMt2ktJEyQ&t=97s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjoB9gq-VjM

Competency based interview questions
What are they?
 These are questions that ask you to talk about previous experiences in which you have
developed/ used certain skills. Please see some example questions below:
1. Give me an example of when you have solved a problem?
2. Describe a time where you have used your communication skills?
3. Can you describe to me a time when you have worked as part of a team?
4. Give me an example of when you have worked under pressure
5. Give me an example of when you have demonstrated leadership skills?

How should I answer them?
Pick one past example which you feel presents you in the best possible light, and use the
STAR Technique to describe it…

Situation – explain what the situation was. Set the scene and provide any relevant
background information
 Example 1: “I volunteer for…(e.g. a residential care home)…involving work with…
(e.g. eldery people)…”
 Example 2: “At school during my Science lessons my peers and I reguarly complete
practical experiments and projects…”

Task – explain what was the task and what had to be done



Example 1: “as part of my volunteering I was required to…(e.g. encourage residents to
engage in activities taking place at the home)…
Example 2: “Earlier this month my Science teacher asked my peers and I to work
together to complete an experiement…”

Action

– explain what you did, providing evidence of the skill you used

 Example 1: “to successfully complete this task I used my... (e.g. Communication
skills)…to (e.g. share with residents useful information about the activity schedule
and benefits which could be gained from taking part in them)…
 Example 2: “to successfully complete the experiment I…(e.g. thought about the
individual strengths of my peers and how this could help us decide who was better
off doing each task)….I used my communication skills to…(e.g. share with them my
ideas on who should do what)…and…(e.g. used my listening skills to see if they were
happy with my ideas)…

Result – desribe the result of your actions, ideally a positive outcome
 Example 1: “this resulted in…(e.g. the residents becoming more interested in the
activities, and deciding to take part in more of them, they said that they were very
happy that I had taken the time to explain to them the activities that were coming
up and that they may not have left their rooms otherwise)…”
 Example 2: “the result of this was…(e.g. my peers were happy with the tasks I had
suggested for them, and we worked well together to complete the experiment)…”

How should I prepare?
It can be really difficult to answer competency based interview questions if you havent prepared for them in advance. It is also
easy to fall into the same trap and use the same example for a number of different questions. To help structure your thoughts it
might be worth completing the following activity and using the STAR technique to strucutre your examples.
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Activity one: have a go at completing the above grid with one example from school, clubs/ extracurricualr activities and work
related experience. The skills provided in the grid are examples of common skills that are useful for the majority of jobs.
HOWEVER if the job description for the role you applied for has different skills listed as essential and/or desirable then think of
examples for these skills instead (as these are more likely to come up).
Remember: You can choose examples from any work related experiences you have had. So it can include both paid and unpaid
experiences (e.g. volunteering, work experience, babysitting, paper round etc.)

Scenario based interview questions
What are they?
 These are questions that ask you to talk about how you would respond to certain
situations that might arise in the job you are applying for. Please see some example
questions below:
1. If you had a problem at work that you could not solve what would you do?
2. How would you deal with a difficult colleague or customer?
3. How would you manage multiple priorties at work in order to meet tight
deadlines?
 To answer these questions you might want to explain how you would approach the
situation by describing how you have managed similar situations in the past . This
would require you to use the same approach as you would for ‘competency based
interview questions’ (i.e. using the STAR technique).
 However, you might choose to answer the question by describing what you think would
be the most appropriate way to deal with the scenario. Use the research you have
conducted on the the role and the company, as a guide.

Questions that I could ask
Employers are always looking for you to ask them questions. An interview is a two way
conversation and it is just as important for you to discover whether the role and organisation
is the right fit for you, as it is for the employer to assess whether you are right for them.
Good questions to ask:
1. “What qualities do your top performing employees have in common?” – the
answer will give you a pretty good idea on what you would need to do in order to
be successful in that company, and show the interviewer you have a desire to be
among those top performers
2. “What wouid I have to do in order to exceed expectations in the short term?”
– this lets the interviewer know that you want to be successful from day 1 and that
you are open to direction. Not to mention that you are able to take a little
initative and value being well prepared
3. “if I was to start tomorrow, what would be my number one priority?” – this will
give you insight into what is currently the biggest priority for the person who
secures the position. In addition the question shows the employer that you are
interested and want to hit the ground running should you get the job.
4. “Are there opportunities for further education or professional training?” – this
question will show the interviewer that you are forward thinking and willing to
grow
5. “I know this company puts a lot of value in…., so what would you say is the
most important aspect of your culture?” – this question shows that you have
done your company research and demonstrates to the interviewer that you are
eager to fit in

Questions NOT to ask:
1.
2.
3.
4.

“What is the pay and benefits for this opportunity?”
“How many days holdiay will I get?”
“How is the pay structure set up?”
“What day is payday?”

Asking any questions relating to your pay and holiday allowance is not a good idea at interview
stage, as this indicates to the employer that you are more interested in pay than the job itself.
You should only ask the employers these questions IF/WHEN they offer you the job.

Is there anything else I need to know?
Here are some other useful tips to consider when preparing for an interview:
Before the interview:
 Read the information included on your interview invitation carefully, and confirm your
attendance before the interview
 Check your CV, application form and the job description once again
 Practice makes perfect! Use the advice in previous sections to prepare
 Plan your journey to the organisation – check journey time, bus and train times (where
are the nearest bus stops or train stations?) – allow plenty of time in case of any delays.
You could make a trial run a few days before.
 Prepare your interview clothes – clean shoes, appropriate clothing (e.g. suit, tie, shirt,
blouse, black trouses/skirt etc.)
 Get plenty of rest the night before
 On the morning of the interview, have a good breakfast
At the interview:
 Have a copy of the interview invitation, your CV and/or application form
 Have a pen and note pad with your questions for the employer
 Aim to arrive 10 minutes early
 Be polite to everyone you meet – e.g. the receptionist/ employee that signs you in and
takes you to the interview room
 When you meet the interviewer make eye contact, shake their hand, smile and
introduce yourself “hello my name is…it’s a pleasure to meet you”
 Switch your mobile phone off
 Maintain good body language – keep you hands on your lap, sit upright and do not wave
your arms about. Try and sit still – do not fidget, tap your foot or fingers.
 Maintain eye contact with the interviewer throughout
 Ask questions at the end of interview – see the “Questions I could ask” section
After the interview:
 Before you leave, shake their hand and say “thank you for taking the time to see me
today”
 If you are unsuccessful, you could phone or write to the employer thanking them for the
interview and ask if they can give you any feedback on your performance
 If you are successful you may receive a phone call, letter or email offering you the role.
Follow the employers instructions carefully.

